Charlie Slagle Announces Resignation from CASL
Slagle served as Chief Executive Officer for 12 years
Thursday, October 24, 2013 / 8:00 AM
Capital Area Soccer League today announced that Chief Executive Officer Charlie Slagle has resigned from his
duties with the club. Slagle served as CASL’s Chief Executive Officer for more than 12 years. Before his tenure
with CASL, Slagle was the Men’s Soccer Coach at Davidson College for 21 years. Everyone at CASL wishes Slagle
the best in his future endeavors and thanks him for his dedication to CASL and the youth soccer world. Both
Slagle and CASL’s Board of Directors have released official statements.
Slagle’s Announcement:
“When I came to CASL, it was a tremendous opportunity for me to help take this organization to the next level
by building relationships at the local and national level. If you read the recent article in the Triangle Business
Journal you know that I believe these efforts have helped develop CASL into one of the top youth soccer
organizations in the country. I am very proud that CASL has achieved tremendous success in all of their
programs and levels of play and that we have had a very positive financial impact in the communities in which
we serve.
I enjoy the challenge of helping things grow. It’s what energizes me the most as a coach and as a leader. Now
that CASL is well on its way, I’d like to focus that same attention on another venture. It is hard to let go of
something about which you care deeply, and there can be no doubt that I care deeply about CASL, but after a
great deal of reflective thought and with the success that I have helped to achieve here at CASL, I have
decided I am ready for the next phase of my career. I hope you will celebrate this decision with me.
I will stay with CASL until the end of the year to help with the transition to new leadership. I am very thankful
to everyone that I have worked with at CASL and what we have achieved together. CASL is positioned well for
continued and expanded success.
Thank you for the experience of leading this organization and I wish everyone much success both now and in
the future.”
CASL Board Response:
“The Capital Area Soccer League is very grateful for the contributions that Charlie Slagle has made to CASL.
The entire family of CASL Staff, Members and Players all join in wishing Charlie the best of luck in his next
phase and thank him for all his efforts over the years that have helped make CASL one of the premier youth
soccer clubs in the country.
As we move forward, we ask for your support in the transition. The search for a new leader for CASL will begin
immediately. In the interim, the Senior Leadership Team of the CASL Staff will report directly to the Board.”

